CHICKASAW COUNTY SIGN MAINTENANCE POLICY
Resolution #02-22-22-15
(For Minimum Sign Retro-reflectivity Compliance as required by the
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, 2009 Edition)
Visual Inspection Option
This policy describes the evaluation and assessment methods used for maintaining traffic sign retro-reflectivity by
the Chickasaw County road department. The method described herein consists of routine daytime reviews for post
or sign misalignment, damages or deterioration and a periodic nighttime visual inspection and replacement of
necessary signs to assure adequate retro-reflectivity.
Chickasaw County maintains an inventory of traffic control signs using a commercial software product called
"Simple Signs", produced by Rowekomp Associates, Inc. of Bloomington MN. Utilizing this software allows capture
and recording many critical characteristics of each sign and installation, along with any historical maintenance that
has been performed. This software also has provision for both GPS coordinates and retro-reflectivity values to be
. entered if and when our system can be enhanced and those items are collected.
Individual operators and maintenance crews travel the Chickasaw County roads to and from specific work
assignments each work day in all parts of the county. These staff have been instructed to report any apparent
problems (ie. Vision obstructions, vandalism, collision damage or substandard appearing traffic control devices)
immediately to office staff, where a maintenance work order for any needed repairs will be initiated. The county
sheriff's officers also patrol the rural roads twenty four hours a day and have been asked to report any deficiencies
they observe, in addition to reporting collision sign damage. Other county officials and their personnel who travel
throughout the county on the rural road system that have been asked to report any observed traffic control
deficiencies. These would include the assessor, sanitarian, as well as zoning and conservation personnel. Their
reports to our office staff also result in written work orders for the required attention.
To assure continued compliance with retro-reflectivity requirements, Chickasaw County has also adopted a
nighttime visual inspection of all required installations every two years, using comparable signs. Based on that
evaluation, appropriate follow up replacements and repairs that noted during the inspection are then scheduled.
A summary report of the nighttime inspection, showing dates and deficient signs observed is kept and also made a
part of the individual sign history in the inventory system.
In order to provide consistency in our inspections, all personnel making the observations will receive training from
available materials and programs. When possible, certification of inspector training will further assure that
consistency. Inspections will be conducted using Chickasaw County owned full size pickups with factory specified
headlamps that have been properly aimed. The inspector (observer) will be a county employee with normal vision
within the legal limits of the State of Iowa. Headlamps and the windshield will be cleaned each night before
inspections begin. The vehicle should be traveling at or near normal highway speed for this test, so two persons
will be used, usually a driver with the second serving as the observer/note keeper.
A set of comparable or "eye calibration" signs, including ones with the colors of red, white, and yellow, (plus green
and orange, if street signs or construction signs are included) will be used to provide the observer with a standard
of retro-reflectivity before he begins each night's inspections. These signs consist of previously used signs that
have been tested with a retro-reflectometer and found to be at (or near) the minimum acceptable level for each
color. Following completion of all of the nighttime inspections for this period, the calibration signs should be
stored away, inside a shed until the next inspection cycle. Under these conditions, their retro-reflectivity levels will
be re-checked and recorded every 5 years, and when needed, signs will be replaced.

